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On Erlang's Formula for the Loss System M/G/K 
J.W. Cohen, Utrecht University, Utrecht, Netherlands 

SUMMARY 

It is a well known fact that Erlang's famous 
loss formula for the blocking probability of 
a full avail~bility group of K lines with 
Poissonian input only depends, in so far as 
it concerns the holding time distribution, on 
its first moment and not on the particular 
form of this distribution. 
This phenomenon has drawn the attention of 
many investigators and quite a number of proofs 
of it are available in litterature. Nearly all 
of these proofs are not very acceptable from 
a mathematical point of view, and if they are 
acceptable they are rather intricate, and do 
not give an insight in the real facts behind 
this interesting phenomenon. 
In the present study a proof of Erlang's 
formula is given which is simple and avoids 
intricate computations, in particular the 
use of differential equations. On the other 
hand it leans heavily on a number of funda
mental theorems from the theory of regenerative 
processes and Markov processes. As a byproduct 
of the investigation a simple proof is obtained 
of the fact that in the stationary situation 
the departure process is a Poisson process 
if blocked arrivals are also considered as 
departures. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The M/G/K loss system is a service sys~em 
consisting of K servers, customers arr1ve 
according to a stat~~nary Poisson process 
with arrival rate a ,the service times of 
the successively arriving customers are 
independent, identically distributed stochastic 
variables with distribution B(o); an arriving 
customer who meets upon his arrival all servers 
busy disappears immediately without being 
served and never returns. 
Denote by xfK) the number of busy servers at 
time t; ~t-and ~t shall represent the residual 
and the past service time, respectively, of 
a custom~~ being served at time t ; 
(nfi),~l1), i = 1, ... ,k~shall denote a random 
permutation of the k past and residual service 
~imes if ~iK)=k; k.= 1, ... ,K. (K) (i) (i) 
1. If the stochast1c process {~t ,~t ,~t 
i=O~ ... ,K,-~ < t < } with 
D..(~? Q,:f 0, ~tO) d,:f 0 is stationary then 

P { 
(K) 

r ~t O} 1 
a K 

l+a+ ... +KT 
(1.1 ) 

P {(K)-k (i» (i) r(i»r(i) 
r ~t -, D..t n , 2t '? , i=l, ... ,k} 

k a 
IT (1. 2) 

k 
IT {.!. f {l-B(T)}dT}, 

a K i=l e n(i)+r(i) l+a+ ... +KT '? 

= 

k=l, ... ,K, 

with JU >0, z;(i) > 0 and a = S/a, S being 
the average service time. 
For n(U = 0, ~(U = O,i = 1, ... , k it follows 
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that in the stationary situation 
a k 

kT k = O,l, ... ,K. (1.3) K' a l+a+ ... +RT 

ii. If the process{x(K) ,-~ < t <~} is station
ary then the departu~e process is a stationary 
Poisson process, if arrival moments of 
customers who meet all servers busy are also 
considered as departure epochs, and the number 
of departures in (t-T,t) is independent of 
~.fK) for T > O. 
The relations (1.1), ... ,(1.3) are wellknown 
in litterature, whereas ii. has been recently 
proved (cf.[lJ). The relation (1.3) for k = K 
represents Erlang's famous B-formula. It 
fql~ows ea~ily from (1.2) with all 
n(1) = ~(1) = O,i = 1, ... ,k, and in this form 

it appears in litterature. It is a remarkable 
phenomenon that (1.3) is independent of the 
service time distribution apart from its first 
moment. 
The stationary distribution (1.1)J(1.2) has 
been derived by a number of authors, see e.g. 
the discussion by Takacs [ 2J . Takacs in his 
paper [21 rightly remarks that all existing 
proofs of (1.1), (1.2) are unsatisfactory 
from a mathematical point of view. Apart from 
this objection these proofs are also very 
intricate. 
In this paper we shall sketch a proof of the 
results i. and ii. above, which is completely 
acceptable from a mathematical point of view 
(it does not need a discussion of integro
differential equations and the related exist~ 
and uniquenesstheorems).It is based on a nu~ 
of general theorems concerning stochastic 
processes, and as such the proof gives a good 
insight in the phenomenon that (1.3) is 
independent of the service time distribution; 
the proof, however, is rather lengthy. 
It should be remarked here that a complete 
rigorous proof of (1.1),(1.2) is easily ob
tained by starting from a result derived by 
Takacs [rl} He studies thj Markov process 
{x(~),~t_1 ,i = O, ... ,x(~ , n = 1,2, ... } with 
-1n --n -!n 

!n the moment of the nth arrival. Starting 
from KOlmogorov's forward equations for this 
Markov process he proves by a direct substi
tution that the righthand side of (1.1),(1.2) 
is the unique limiting distribution of the 
emb edded process. Using this result of Takacs 
and theorem a.1 (see appendix), which states 
that in the stationary situation the process 
{xfK),~ii),i = 0, ... ,xfK),_~ < t <~} and the 
emb edded process mentIoned above have the same 
stationary dlstribution, the relations (1.1), 
(1.2) readily follow. 
The proof of the statements i. and ii. above 
consists of a number of steps. They are first 
proved for the system M/M/~, next for the 
sys tem M/Fn/~' with Fn(o) the distribution of 
a s um of n independent, negative exponentially 
di s tributed variables, n finite. Using the 
re s ults so obtained the proof for the system 
M/ Km/~ is constructed with the distribution 
Km{') being a finite mixture of d i s t ributions 
Fn.(o), i = l, ... ,m, with Fn.(o) a distribution 
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of type Fn(o). Since the class of distributions 
of type Km(.) is dense in the class of all 
distributions with support [O,~) the proof for 
the M/G/~ system is obtained by applying the 
theory of weak convergence for stochastic 
processes (cf.[4]J [5]). The proof of i. so 
obtained for the M/G/~ system is much longer 
than that of Takacs [6] , .however, it provides 
more insight; for the proof of ii. for the 
M/G/~ system see also [7]. The results obtained 
for the M/G/~ system provide the arguments to 
be used in the proof for the M/G/K system. 
Finally, ~t is shown that the process {x(K), 

i = 0, .. :,~tK),_~ < t <~} is a rev~rsible 
process when 1t 1S stationary. 
General theorems needed in the proofs mentioned 
above are listed in the appendix. 

II. THE SYSTEM M/G/~ · 

2.1. THE SYSTEM M/M/~. 

For the system M/M/~ the process {xi~) ,-~<t <co} 
is a birth- and death process, since inter
arrival times and service times are independent 
and negative exponentially distributed. Its 
Q-matrix is given by 

q .. 
1J 

-1 
Cl for 

-1 -1 
Cl +i8 for 

for 

j=i+l; i=O,l, ... , 

j=i, i= 0,1, ... , (1.1 ) 

j=i-l; i=1,2, .... 

From (1.1) and the conditions for ergodicity 
of birth- and death processes (cf.[ 8]) it follows 
readily that the process Xt~) possesses a 
st(ationary distribution; hence the busy cycle 
£ ~) is finite with probability one and has a 
finite first moment. Hence (cf.app.2) the 
stationary distribution of the process is given 
by 

(~) 

(~) 1 c (~) 
lim Pr{~t =k}= ~.E{T (~t =k)dt}, 0.2) 
t~~ E{£ } 0 

k= 0,1, ... , 

if it is assumed, as we shall always do, that 
~O~.= o,to~ > 0; here (A) stands for the 
1nd1cator function of the event A. 
In one busy cycle the number of transitions 
from state k to k+l is equal to the number of 
transitions from k+l to k. Since the inter
arrival times are negativr~rxponentially 

distributed and since E{T
c (x(~)=k)dt} is the 

-t 
average time that the sy~tem spends in state 
k during one busy cycle it follows that the 
average number of transitions from k ~ k+l 
dUringc?~j busy cycle is given by 

-1 - (~) 
ex E {~ ( ~t = k ) d t } • k = O. 1 • . .. . S im i 1 ar 1 y • 
since the service times are negative exponen

c(~) 

tially distributed ~+~{T (x(~)=k+l)dt} k = 
I-' '0 -t • 

0,1, ... , is the average number of transitions 
from k+l ~ k during one busy cycle £(~). Hence 
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c(~) (~) 

~E{~ (~~~'=k)dt} =k;lE{t (~~~)=k+1)dt}, (1.3) 

k=O,l, .... 

Since 
(~) 

~ E{T (x(~) = k)dt} = E{c(~)} 
k=O 0 -t - , 

(1.4) 

it follow~ readily from (1.2), ... ,(1.4) that 
(~.1.3) w1th K = ~ holds for the system M/M/~. 
Slnce.the service times are independent and 
negat1ve exponentially distributed (I.l.3) 
leads immediately to (I.l.l) and (I.l.2) for 
K = co. 
Reich [ 9] has shown that the birth- and death 
proces~ {~tco),-~ < t <~} when stationary is a 
revers1ble process (cf.app.3). From this he 
concludes that the reversed process is a birth
and death process; since births in the reversed 
process are deaths in the original process, i.e. 
departures, it followsthat the departure process 
?f t he M/~/~ system in the stationary situation 
1s. a 7tat10nary Poissonprocess with rate a- 1 . 
Re1 c h s results are formulated in 

Theorem 2.1. Whenever the stochastic process 
{~,-~ < t <.~}' with ~~ the number of busy 
serv~rs at t1me t in an M/M/~ system, is 
stat10nary then the departure process is a 
stat ionary Poisson process,moreover the number 
?f departures in (t-T,t) with T > 0 is 
1nde pendent of ~t, this also holds for t a 
departure moment. 

Remark 2.1. It is readily proved that in 
~t~t 10nary t£Ju~t ion the p~ocess ~ (~) '. 
1 - O, ... ,~t 1S a revers1ble pro&ess. 
Deno-ting by ;c(~) +(i) "t(U '=0 +-(~) 

-t ~!lt ' ~t ' 1 , ... '~t 

reVersed process we obviously have ~(i) 
~t1) = !li 1) • ....t 

2.2. THE SYSTEM M/F /~. 
n 

the 

the 

r;(i) 
-t ' 

C?nsider ~wo infi~ite server systems in tandem 
"':1 th. a P01sson arrivalprocess; an · arriving custaner 
1S f1rs~ served.at the first system and upon 
:ompl~t10n of h1S service here, he enters 
1mmed1ately the second system. All service times 
are negative exponentiallydistributed with first 
moment ~l and 62 at the first and second system, 
respect1vely. -
Obviously, the service process at the first 
syst~m is an M/M/~ system; if this process is 
stat 10nary then according to Reich's theorem 
(cf. theorem 2.1) the service process at the 
se{~~d system is an M/M/~ system. With ~~i~) and 
~~t the number of customers present in the 
t1r s t and the second system, respectively it 
fol l ows readily that the process lxf~)'2X~~) 
POf!jsses (~)stati~nary distri~utTon, that 
!~t a~d2~t are 1ndependent 1f the process 
1S s tatl0nary and that in this case 
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a~ -a. 
Pr{.x(oo)=k}= ~k~. e ~. 1 2 ~ -t " , , ~ = , ; for k=O,l, ... j 

( 2 .2) 

Since the second system is an M/M/oo process it 
follows from Reich's theorem that in the 
stationary situation the departure process of 
the tandem system is a stationary Poisson 
process. 
Since both systems consist of an infinite number 
of servers and a customer leavingthe first 
system is immediately served by a server of the 
second system the two infinite systems may be 
combined in one (double) infinite system, e.g. 
by numbering the servers of the first system 
by the positive integers, those of the second 
system by the negative integers. Obviously, 
(2.1) and (2.2) also hold for this system. The 
latter system may be simplified by noting that 
if a customer obtained his first service with 
average B1 from server i (i ~ 1), this server 
may also provide to this customer his second 
service with average B2' Again this transform
ation does not affect the distribution (2.2). 
For this situation the total service time given 
by a server to a customer is the sum of two 
independent, neg. expo distributed variables 
with first moments B1 and B2' Consequently, 
(1.1.3) wit h K = 00 has been proved fpr the 
system M/F 2 /°o. 
Repeating the arguments above for a tandem 
system consisting of n stages it is readily 
seen that (I.l.3~ with K = 00 holds for the 
system M/F loo for any finite integer n; it . 
also folloDs that (in the stationary situation) 
the departure process is a stationary Poisson 
process. Actually, theorem 2.1 applies for the 
staricnary M/Fn/oo system. 
Starting from the stafionary distributions of 
the processes 1X(00)'1r; ~)±i.=O""'lX(OO) and (00) (i). _-~ - 00) _t 
2~t ,2it ,~- 0, ... , 2~. the same argu-
mentation as above leads to the proof of (1.1.1) 
and (1.1.2) with K = 00 for t h e system M/F

2
/°o,ffiU 

generally to that for M/Fn/oo(cf.[ 3Jfor details). 

2.3. THE SYSTEM M/Km/oo. 

Consider two systems M/F n J:x> and M/F n loo in 
1 2 

parallel with arrival rates all and a;l and 
average service times B1 and B2; the arrival 
processes as well as the service times of both 
systems bein~ independent. Denote again by 
1X~00) and 2Xtoo) the number of busy servers in 
the first and in the second system at time t. 
ObviouslY1Xioo) and 2xioo) are independent. From 
the results of the preceding section it follows 
that the process {1~foo)'2~foo),-00 < t < oo} 
possesses a stationary distribution and that 
for the stationary situation 

() al} -a . 
Pr~~tOO =k}=kT e ~, k=O,l, ... ; ai=Bi/ai' 

i=1,2, (3.1 ) 

ITea 

and 

(3.2) 

~ex~ ~e consider both parallel systems as one 
~nf~n~te server system. Since the sum of two 
independe~t Poisson processes is again a Poisson 
proces~i ~~ the pre~ent case with arri~al 
rate a\ +a 2

1 , and s~nce a 71 /(a- 1+a- 1 ) ~s the 
probab~lity that an arrivIng c~sto~er has the 
service time distribution Fn.(o), it follows 

that the combined system is ~n M/K loo system with 
arrival rate a\l+a;l and with service time 
distribution g~ven by 

-1 -1 a
1 

a 
K2 (')=-=r-=-r Fn (.)+ _1

2 
-1 F (.); (3.3) 

a
1 

+a 2 1 a
1 

+a 2 n 2 

its first moment being given by 

( -1 -1 
a 1 +a 2 )/(a

1 
+a 2 ). (3.4) 

Obviously, (3.2) represents for the stationary 
situation the distribution of the number of busy 
servers, and it follows from (3.3) and (3.4) 
that (1.1.3) with K = 00 has been proved for the 
system M/K 2 /°o. Its departure process, being the 
sum of the two independent departure processes 
of each of the two M/~. /~ systems, is on 
behalf of the results 6f the preceding section 
a stationary Poisson process in the stationary 
situation. For general m with Km a mixture 
of m distributions of the type Fn ('), the proof 
of (1 .. 1.3) with K = 00 for the system M/Km/oo, 
m < 00 1S analogous to that for m = 2, and its 
departure process is a Poisson process; actually 
the~re~ 2.1 a~plies for th: M/Km/oo system. 
As ~nd~cated ~n the preced~ng section the 
relations (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) are proved for the 
system M/Km/oo (cf.[ 3) for details). 

2.4. THE SYSTEM M/G/oo. 

To prove the statements i. and ii. of the 
introduction for the system M/G/oo with general 
service time distribution we apply a procedure 
described by Schassberger [ 5J. He shows that 
every probability distribution with support 
[0,00) can be represented as a weak limit of a 
sequence of probability distributions 
Bn(·),n = 1,2, ... , with support [0,00) and each 
Bn (') being a finite or infinite mixture of" 
Erlang distributions; an Erlang distribution 
being the distribution of the sum of a finite 
number of ind~pendent, identically distributed 
variables with heg. expo distribution. By 
applying the theory of weak convergence . 
Schassberger shows that for a certain class of 
service processes (and the M/G/oo system belongs 
to this class) the stochastic process related 
to the service process with service time dis
tribution Bn (·) converges for n ~ 00 weakly to 
that related to the service process with service 
time distribution BCo), i.e. all finite di
men s ional distributions of the stochastic process 
with service time distribution Bn (') converge 
for n ~ 00 to the corresponding finite dimensional 
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distributions of th~ process with service time 
disTribution l?(' ~. Since in Schassberger IS approach 
Bn (') is in general an" infinite mixture of Erlang 
jistributions, we shall first represent Bn (·) as 
the ~eak limit of a sequence B~ (·),j=1,2, ... ,of 
finite mixtures of Erlang distributions, s o that 
pir.ce B",l') is of t he type Km (see sect. 2.3) thE: statemenis' 
Land i1. of the introduction hold for the M/Bn, /oo system 
j=1,2, .... By applying the theory ofweakcon~~gen::'efor 
j + (X) it follows that these statements hold for 
the M/Bn/OO system. Applying again the theory of 
weak convergence for n + (X) it is seen that the 
statements i. and ii. apply for the M/G/oo 
system. 

Remark 4.1. A much shorter and more direct proof 
of the f~rst statement i. has been given by 
Tak&cs [6], for a direct proof of ii. see [71[ 10L 
Actually in [10] it has been shown that if points 
are distributed on the real line according to 
a Poisson process, and if each point is shifted 
to the right, the sizes of these displacements 
being independent, identically distributed, 
nonnegative variables with finite mean; then 
the points so obtained are again Poissonian 
distributed on the real line. 

. +(D (i) . 
Remark 4.2. S~nce ~t = ~t (see remar~ 2.1) ~~ 
follows readily from (I.1.1)and (r.l.2)that~ntDe station
ary situa(~9n the distribution of ~too),~t~), 
i=O, ... ,Xt and that of the reversed process 
+(00) +(i, . +(00).. . 
Xt ,~t ,~ = 0, ... ,Xt are ~dent~cal. S~nce the 
departure process ef-the ~~oo) process, when 
stationary,is a Poisson proc~ss, it follows that 
the original process x~oo),~t~),i=O, ... ,~~oo) and 
its reversed process In the case of stat~onarity 
have the same finite dimensional distributions. 

«X» «x» ~(oo) 
Remark 4.3. By ~t ' ,~ and ~ we shall 
denote,respectively, for the M/G/oo system the 
number of customers present in the system at 
time t, at the moment just before the nth arrival 
and at the momen t just after the mth departure; 
and similarl~ for the~residual and past service 
times ~t'~n'1m'~t'~n'~ at those moments. 
Consider the follow~ng vector variables : 

(00) (i). (00) 
i . ~n ' ~n ' ~ 0 , ••• , ~n 

ii. x(OO),n(i),i o, ... ,x(oo) 
-n -n -n 

«x» (i). «x» 
iii. ~t '~t ,1 0, ... '~t 

«X» (i) . (00) 
iv. ~t ,!Lt ,~ 0, ... '~t 

~(oo) ft(i) . ~(oo) 
v. ~ ,fm ,~ O, ... ,~ 

(~) -(i) . ~(~) 

vi. ~ ,~ ,~ O""'~ 

For the stationary situation of the M/G/~ process 
the vector variables i., ... ,vi. have the same 
distribution. The validity of this statement for 
iii. and iv. follows immediately from (1.1.1) and 
(1.1.2). By applying theorem a.1 (see ap~) it 
is seen that i! and iii. have the same dis
tr~bution. A similar argument shows that ii. 
and iv have the same distribution. From the 
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reversibility of the process it follows that i. 
and vi. and,similarly, ii. and v. have the same 
dis t ribution. 

Ill. THE LOSS SYSTEM M/G/K 
3.1. On the proof of (1.1.1),(1.1.2). 
In t he following an arrival moment at which an 
arr i ving customer meets all K servers busy will 
also be regarded as a departure epoch. The 
emb edded process 

ft(K) - (i) . -( K) 
{~ '~m ,~= 0, ... '~m ,m = 1, 2 , ... } (1.1) 

at moments just after the successive departures 
is a discrete time parameter Markov process. 
For K = 00, i.e. the M/G/oo system, it has been 
shown that this process possesses a stationary 
dis t ribution( Since for the M/G/oo system the 
busy cycle c (0) is finite with probability one 
and has a fInite fir9t moment, the same is true 
for the busy cycle c tK ) o f the M/G/K loss system, 
and hence the embedded process (3.1) for finite 
K po ssesses a stationary distribution~ denote 
~hi s stationar~ distribution by f{ (~(~), 
~ = 0, ... , k), ~. e . 

f (K ) ( (i) . 0 k) l' p~{xft(K)=k,r(i) < rei), k ~ ,~=, ... , = ~m ... -m "m " 
m+oo 

i = 0 , ... ,k} (1. 2) 

wit h ~(i) ~ O,i = O, ... , k and · k = O,l, ... , K. 
Thi s stationary distributio n satisfies the set 
of equilibrium equations for the embedded 
proc ess and the norming equation and it is 
uniquely determined by these equations. Since 
the process is considered at the moments 
immediately after the successive departures 
the equilibrium equation f~r fk K)( ... ) contains 
only the probabilities f~K ( ... ),h=O, ... ,k-l 
for k ~ K; and the transition probabilities in 
thi s equation depend only on k for k ~ K-l, and 
not on K. Hence for k ~ K-l the embedded 
processes immediately after the departure 
moments for the M/G/oo system and those for the 
M/G/K loss system with K < (x) have exactly the 
same structure, so that 

(K) (i). (K) (~) (i). 
fk (~ ,1=0, ... ,k)=C fk (r; ,1=0, ... ,k), 

• k=O, ... ,K, (1.3) 

w~th C(K) ~ constant and f~OO)( ... ) given by the 

righthand side of (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) for K=OO(CL 
alsu remc!lrk " II~It.3).The equilibrium equatiol1 for 
k=K is also satisfied by (1.3).To see this note 

first t1:B.t the transition probabilities occurring 
in this equation for the M/G/K loss system are 
for the M/G/~ system the transition prob
abi l ities between a state with ~~)=k < K at a 
departure moment or ~(X»)=K at an arrival moment 
and ~~~)=K at the next moment thereafter that 
an arriving customer mee t s K busy servers. 
Secondly, since for the M/G/oo system the 
stationary distribution at a departure moment 
and at an arrival moment are identical (cf. 
remark 11.4 .. 3) it follows readily that if in the 
equilibrium equation for fk K)( ... ) the f~K)( ... ) 
are replaced by the ff~)( ... ) according to 
(1.3) then the resulting relation is an identrty 
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for the M/G/~ system. Hence (1.3) satisfies all 
the equilibrium equations for the stationary 
distribution of the process (1.1). The constant 
C(K) now follows from the norming equation, and 
it is readily seen that the stationary distri
bution of the process (1.1) is given by the 
righthand side of (I.l.l), (I.l.2). 
It remains to prove that the process 

(K) (i). (K) 
{~t ' It ' l. = 0 , ... , ~t ' t £ [0, ~) } ( 1. 4 ) 

possesses a stationary distribution and that this 
distribution is given by (I.l.l),(I.l. 2). That it 
has a stationary distribution follows readily 
from the fact that E{c(K)} < ~. 
Denote by £t the last-departure moment before t. 
Since the process (1.1) is a Markov process the 
distribution of (1.4) may be found from that of 
(1.1) at £t+ and the relevant transition prob
abilities between the states at £t+ and at t. 
The relations so obtained for the M/G/K system 
may be again interpreted as analogous relations 
for the M/G/~ system in the stationary situation 
on behalf of (1.3). It then follows readily 
(cf.[ 3] for details) that the stationary dis
tribution of the process (1.4) is given by 
(I.l.l) and (I.l. 2). The proof is complete . 

3.2. ON THE DEPARTURE PROCESS OF THE M/G/K LOSS 
SYSTEM. 

To investigate the departure process of the 
M/G/K loss system_it is first proved that the 
embedded process x(K) when stationary is a 
reversible process~ This proof (cf.[ 3] for 
details) is based on the following properties: 
i. for K = ~ the process xfK) when stationary, 
is a reversible process (cf. remark II.4.2); 
ii. the stationary proba~ilities of the events 
described by the variables in remark II.4.3 for 
x(~) ~ K are all equal and differ only by the 
fa~tor C(K) (cf.(1.3) from the stationary 
probabilities of the same events for the 
analogous variables of the M/G/K loss system; 
iii. the transition probabilities between states 
of the process (1.4) at t+ and tt+s)+, with t and 
t+s two successive departure moments, are tran
sition probabilities of the M/G/~ system. 
Starting from the reversibility of the embed-
ded process x~K) and by again using the 
properties i:ii and iii above (cf.~3J for detai~) 
the reversibility of the process ~tK when 
stationary, is proved (cf. also remark II.4.2). 
Consequently, the statement ii. of the intro
duction is proved, i.e. the departure process of 
the p~ocess (1.4), when stationary, is a 
stationary Poisson process. 

APPENDIX . 

In this appendix a number of general theorems 
will be mentioned. For the proofs of these 
theorems the reader is referred to [31 . 

(i) . 
1. For the M/G/K loss system let At ,1=1, ... ,K 
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denote the work still to be done by the ith 
server at time t if ~fter t no new customers 
would arrive, and X(l.) def 0 if the ith server 
is idle at time t.-further !n shall represent 
the arrival moment of the nth customer. 

Theorem a.l. The stochastic proce sses {~~i), 
l.=1, ... ,K,t £ [O,~)} and 4;) ,i=l, ... , K, 

n=1,2, ... } have limiting dis¥ributions for 
t ~ ~ and n ~ ~, respectively, and these dis
tributions.are equal (cf. theorem II. 2.1 of [3] ) . 

2. Definition. A stochastic process Ut is said 
to be regenerative with respect to the sequence 
~l , c 2 ,··· of independent identically distributed 
varIables if for every integer m ~ 0 and every 
~e9uenc~ tl!"'~m with 0 < t 1 < ... < tm the 
]ol.nt dl.strl.butl.on of ut(n), ... ,u(n) is l.nde-

- 1 -tm 
pendent of n; here u(n) def u with 

-t ~ -t+z 
def + def-n 

~n = ~o E.l + ... +~n and ~ 0 - O. 

Theorem a.2. For the M/G/K loss system the 

process ~~K) is regenerative with respect to 
the sequence of successive busy cycles, its 
sample functions are a.s. continuous and its 
stat ionary distribution Pk,k=O,l, ... ,K is given 
by 

(K) 
(K) 1 £. (K) 

Pk=lim Pr{~t =k}= (K) E{f (~t =k)dt} , 
t~~ E{~ } 0 

k=O, . .. , K, 

1 ~ (K) (K) 
(K) E{f(~t =k,~ ~t)dt}, 

E{~ } 0 

with c(K) the duration of the busy cycle 
startIng at t = O. 

. 3. Definition . A stochastic process {u ,-~<t<~} 
l.S s al.d to be reversible if it is stationary 
and if the stochastic processes ~t and Vt with 
Vt d~f U(-t) have the same finite dimensl.onal 
distributions, i.e. for every integer n ~ 1 and 
~v~ry s~t t J , ••• , tn with t 1 < t 2 < ... < ~n the 
]ol.nt dl.strl.bution of ~t ""'~t and that of 

. • 1 n 
~tl" "'~tn are l.1entl.cal. 

1~4-5 
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